Minimum Industry Standards will also be revised in response
to changes in the regulatory environment, to the revision of
other applicable standards, or to industry feedback.
Please use the form below to submit feedback on the
Minimum Industry Standards. All feedback is valued and will
be compiled for use in continual improvement. If you believe
that your feedback requires urgent attention, for example if
you believe that a significant safety improvement can be
made by immediately altering the MIS, please mark this on the
form in the field provided.

Your name:

Does your feedback require an urgent
change? (EG safety issue identified)

Email address:

Which MIS are you submitting feedback for?

Phone number:

Please let us know your feedback for the
overall MIS project by indiciating how
you feel about the statements below.

Industry role:

A

Arborist or other tree worker

T

Arboricultural trainer or RTO

R

Regulator or other authority
(EG distribution authority)

S

Student

O

Other interested party /
Rather not say

Note: Providing your name
and contact details will
allow the technical
reference group to seek
further clarification of the
points raised, or to discuss
topics with you in greater
detail.
If you would prefer not to
provide your contact details,
anonymous submissions are
welcome

Yes

No

Agree

Each Minimum Industry Standard is subject to periodic
review: a group of subject matter experts and industry
representatives will review each document, collate feedback
received and make any necessary changes.

OVERALL FEEDBACK
leave blank if unknown

Don’t
know

The Minimum Industry Standards are ‘living documents’ which
are owned by industry and administered by Arboriculture
Australia Ltd in partnership with state and territory industry
bodies.

YOUR DETAILS
leave blank if anonymous submission preferred

Disagree

MINIMUM INDUSTRY STANDARD
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT FORM

The MIS project is a positive step for industry
The overall level of the MIS documents so far
is too high
The overall level of the MIS documents so far
is too low
It was easy to find out about the MISs
I would like to contribute to this project
if there was a way I could help out

Please enter detailed feedback or suggestions for improvement in the form field below. Providing specific details, including page numbers,
will assist the review group in correctly incorporating your feedback. Please provide any suggested text.

Industry partners

EG: MIS333 Page 111, remove reference to fall arrest harness, replace with: “correct work-positioning harness must be worn at all times”
We would also appreciate any suggestions you have for MIS subject proposals or for other projects.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR FEEDBACK!
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